
ESG Regulatory Radar
Sustainable finance – regulatory challenges
Legislators around the world are adopting comprehensive sustainable finance strategies and 
corresponding legislation (e.g. the EU Action Plan Sustainable Finance, Taxonomy, Sustainable 
Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), Green Deal, Renewed Sustainable Finance Strategy, etc.). 
Given the green regulatory tsunami, there’s an inherent risk of missing out on critical topics or 
taking required actions too late. Knowing the regulatory landscape gives you a strategic advantage 
for the benefit of the environment, society and economy alike. 

Our digital solution to be fully informed
Based on PwC’s global network, the ESG Regulatory Radar is our response to the regulatory 
avalanche, allowing users to keep track of the latest sustainability-related trends worldwide. By 
combining technology and PwC’s practical experience and knowledge, the Radar can highlight a 
way forward in order to be ‘sustainability-compliant’.

Forward thinking and best-in-class technology 
• AI-based online platform with ever-evolving scope and technological features  
• Highest degree of customisation and flexibility (geographic scope, regulatory 

authorities, regulatory updates and impact assessments)
• Additional support services such as helpline or gap analyses
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Early warning system 
Regular and frequent regulatory updates 
(incl. forward-looking tool, regulatory 
repository per country)

Digital access 
Easy Web-based tool in time of digitalisation   

Increase business success 
Increasing business success through  
early identification and regulatory analysis 

Forward-looking tool 
Yearly regulatory outlook brochure

Ad-hoc support 
Ad-hoc support for relevant regulatory 
topics

Consolidated supervision 
Consolidated supervision of regulatory 
initiatives

Clear prioritisation  
Clear prioritisation of regulatory updates

Regulatory updates 
Structured summary of updates per 
regulation and easy to extend country- 
by-country and regulation-by-regulation

Impact analysis  
Quarterly high-level impact assessment  
for selected regulations 

Tasks and responsibilities   
Assigning tasks and responsibilities 

Your benefits:


